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Who are Liverpool Community Spirit? 

Established in March 2002, LCS is a pioneering inter-faith community education charity 

(registered charity no 1092689).  Drawing on the insights and wisdom traditions of 

Liverpool’s diverse faith and cultural communities, LCS promotes the understanding, trust 

and friendship needed to promote inclusive and lasting community spirit by delivering 

unique education workshops for people of all ages, backgrounds and abilities.  We 

established the UK’s first grass-roots inter-faith Youth Council. LCS is independent of any 

political or religious affiliation and is funded by independent grant making trusts.   

Overview of 2014 
LCS has had an outstanding year in all three of our main areas of work: 

Adult Learning programmes 

Our flagship Taste of Life personal development course for marginalised adults engaged over 

150 unemployed adults.  We delivered the first (and very successful) run of our new personal 

development course entitled Cultivating Community Spirit. 

The Youth Council  

The Youth Council has produced one of our best community projects to date.  Over 30 YC 

members gave endless time to research and produce a truly innovative and cutting edge 

mobile phone App which they launched at our Annual Celebration in December and are 

developing as an educational tool for schools across the region. 

Schools Workshops 

We devised and delivered new school workshops on understanding the Jewish, Muslim, 

Christian and Sikh faiths as lived in out in our community and workshops for 6th formers on 

how to understand and combat the attractions of violent extremism. 

Though Matt Meaney sadly left us in August, we were joined by Liese van Alwon and 

Aimee McKinney who both have already impacted in wonderfully positive ways on all our 

work.  Sammia Jaffar was promoted to Tutor and led our Youth Council, roles where she is 

flourishing and adding new dimensions to our vision. 

Matthew Thompson, Director 

 

“Oh what a good and joyful thing it is 

when brethren dwell together in unity” 

Psalm 133 

Liverpool Community Spirit 17 Cathedral Close Liverpool L1 7BR Tel: 0151 709 3171  

Email: admin@community-spirit.org.uk Website: www.liverpoolcommunityspirit.org 
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Activities 
Preparing delicious healthy dishes and fresh drinks, as 

well as baking cakes. 

Exploring diverse hospitality traditions and then 

serving and eating together (with invited guests).  

Group reflections and discussions on inspirational 

wisdom stories from the diverse traditions; exploring 

the positive life-values and attitudes they contain. 
 

Outcomes 
Increased understanding and appreciation of diverse 

faith and cultural traditions and communities. 

Encouraging positive values, attitudes and ambitions.  

Increased self-confidence, independence and positive 

community engagement. 

 

Learners 
Our courses are open to unemployed adults of all 

ages, backgrounds and abilities.  We welcome and value 

adults who are marginalised from mainstream society 

(including those with active addictions, in recovery, 

homeless, mental health issues, offenders, ex-offenders 

and learning difficulties). 

Adults Learners Programme 

Our flagship 5 day personal development course gives 

learners a Taste of Life from at least five different faith 

and cultural perspectives: Hebrew (Jewish), Ethiopian 

(Christian), Arab (Muslim), Indian (Sikh, Hindu and 

Buddhist) and Chinese (optional extras include 

Caribbean and Welsh). 
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“I now go to the Buddhist Centre to meditate and meet people with 

different attitudes and backgrounds. I help people more whenever I 

can which I enjoy doing from the bottom of my heart.” 

 KEEP LEARNING 

Through all our learning programmes we aim to improve the lives and wellbeing of our 

learners. This year we have embraced the NHS 5 Steps to Wellbeing guidelines. Feedback 

from our learners illustrate some of the many positive outcomes of the course. 

“I feel so much better about my life after completing the course.  I have  

noticed many aspects of my life that have improved. I have lost weight,  

I eat beautiful food, I am engaging more with my family and friends and I have 

formed some lovely relationships with other people on the course.” 

5 Ways to Wellbeing 

“ I eat more home cooked meals now and enjoy eating with other 

people.” 

“I am now doing voluntary work. I am feeling more fulfilled with my 

life now. I have got my own place and I am building my life back up 

again.” 

“After the course I started to think more about where people come 

from.  I notice different cultures and try to see all points of view.” 

“The course  has given me more confidence … I now  go to Maths 

and English lessons and take part in a creative writing group.” 

GIVE 

 TAKE NOTICE 

 BE ACTIVE 

CONNECT 
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This year saw the beginning of 3 new partnerships 

with Adelaide House, Amadudu and HMP Kennet. 

We began and ended the year with highly successful  

deliveries our Taste of Life course at HMP Kennet.  

Partnerships 
Throughout 2014 we continued to work with other organisations to build great partnerships. 

Taste of Life Sessions have been delivered with the following organisations: 

 Adelaide House Alderwood Art and Soul HMP Kennett  Independent Initiatives 

Mary Seacole House Netherton Park Neighbourhood Centre  

 Stonham Housing Association  The Basement  

Taste of Life also ran at St Clements Church in Toxteth with groups 

from within the local community. The groups this year included the 

Unite Community Group from Frontline Church and a group of 

local Muslim women. 

Our work with The Basement took us further afield this year when we were invited to join a 

group of learners on their residential detox break in Llangollen. Having already completed 

the Taste of Life course the learners took part in a Welsh-themed session in the beautiful 

countryside of North Wales. This proved to be a very positive experience for all involved. 

Taste of Life at The Basement. Inspiration through traditional songs and stories  

 and sharing a healthy home-cooked meal in the fresh air of the Welsh countryside. 

“My eyes are wide open now to so many 

aspects of my life.” 

Taste of Life 

125 Learners 

 13 Courses 

42 Volunteers 
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Cultivating  

Community Spirit 

Learners improve their knowledge and understanding of diverse cultures including: Irish, 

Scottish, Scouse, Mexican, Middle-Eastern, Hebrew, Caribbean, Turkish, Indian and 

Moroccan.  

 

Working in our Community Spirit Garden and greenhouse, learners develop practical skills 

in horticulture and growing food. We have planted many different herbs as well as onions, 

garlic, beans and winter salads. This part of the course is a great opportunity for learners to 

connect with others by working together and supporting each other and also provides an 

opportunity to be active outdoors and take notice of nature and the changing seasons.  

Cultivating Community Spirit is a new 9 week personal development programme specially 

designed for graduates of our Taste of Life course.  

 

Combining practical gardening and horticulture with interactive activities and stories drawn 

from various cultures or faith traditions and preparing and sharing a healthy lunch, learners 

develop positive attitudes towards cultures and traditions different to their own and increase 

their confidence and ability to cook and serve healthy dishes from different cultures.   

The course has helped me to: ‘be kinder’  ‘learn to cook’ ’not to judge’ ‘eat healthy 

food’   ‘grow my own food, and grow in myself’ ’be more positive’  ‘get out of the 

house’  ‘understand my emotions’  ‘try new food’ ’have more peace’ ’be around other 

people’ ‘be patient and understanding’  ’feel capable and make decisions’   

‘do something meaningful’  
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We focus particularly on the harmful weeds that might grow 

in our hearts and lives and reflect on ways to remove and 

prevent them.  

We also look at the positive values and attitudes that are 

good to plant in our hearts. The reflective part of each 

session increases learners’ confidence and communication 

skills as well as encouraging them to explore their own 

beliefs, values and aspirations.  

Life Craft 

In the Spring we delivered another successful run of Lifecraft, the third of our personal 

development and healthy living courses.  Nine graduates from Taste of Life participated as 

learners and volunteers.  We focused on traditional woodcraft skills including: identifying 

local trees and plants and their useful properties; crafting and decorating our own walking 

staffs and bowls; making herbal teas and nettle soup from locally harvested leaves and 

roots.  These activities were complemented by more cultural stories and reflections on life 

and culminated in a group reflective walk and exploration of Hilbre Island where we used 

decorated stones to symbolically cast away negative thoughts that hinder our progress and 

replaced them with appropriate positive ones. 

7 Learners  

3 Volunteers 

18 sessions  

The horticultural training was 

delivered by Faiths4Change and 

led to a City and Guilds Level 1  

Certificate in Horticulture. 

At the end of each session, we share 

the lunch we have prepared and 

engage in reflections on life, values 

and attitudes drawn from various 

faith and wisdom traditions. 
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The LCS Youth Council is made up of 16

-25 year olds from diverse faith and 

cultural communities across Merseyside. 

They meet to learn more about each 

other’s faiths and cultures and to use 

creative, innovative techniques to share 

their knowledge with other adults and 

young people across Merseyside. 

Established in 2002 the Youth Council 

was the UK’s first grass-roots interfaith 

youth group.  This year saw a significant 

increase in the number of young people 

actively involved, to our current 

membership of 41. 

Youth Council 

Liverpool’s Footsteps of Faith 

Liverpool’s Footsteps of Faith has been the Youth 

Council’s major project this year.  Supported by the 

Heritage Lottery Fund and Rosemary Young Person’s 

Charitable Housing, the project celebrates the diversity 

of Liverpool’s faith and cultural heritage, and the 

influence of diverse faiths on the community, culture, 

food, art and architecture of Liverpool. 

Combining history with the latest modern technology, 

the Youth Council have developed a Smartphone App 

which takes visitors and locals on a tour of Liverpool’s 

faith history. 

  A fascinating timeline guides users from the ancient and 

wondrous Calder Stones, through the growth and settlement of the faiths and cultures that 

have helped to build Liverpool’s rich history, to the faith communities and religious 

architecture of the present day.  Using 3D digital imaging developed from original 

architectural drawings the App allows users to view Liverpool’s places of worship as never 

seen before.  This was made possible by our partnership with Liverpool’s cutting edge ICT 

company, Draw and Code. 

The Youth Council members will be using the App in a series of interactive workshops 

which they will develop and deliver to young people in schools and youth centres across the 

city to promote community cohesion and understanding between different faiths. 
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Youth Council 

40 places of worship visited 

8 guided tours 

37 training and development sessions 

6 team building activity days  

Countless hours of research and 

immeasurable enthusiasm! 

The Youth Council have worked hard researching the impacts the diverse faith communities 

had on shaping the Liverpool we all know and love. The success of the project was due to the 

dedicated commitment and enthusiasm of the young people involved.  

Youth Council members are pictured celebrating the Navratri Mohotsav dance festival at the 

Hindu Temple, visiting Princes Road Synagogue and attending a Langha Sunday service at 

the Sikh Gurdwara. In all, 40 places of worship were visited where Youth Council members 

met and interviewed members of the community to learn about their beliefs and cultural 

traditions. 

To equip them with the skills to deliver 

the project the Youth Council members 

have attended a series of workshops 

delivered by LCS tutors, experienced 

volunteers, sessional tutors, members of 

our Management Committee, Liverpool 

Library Service and Draw and Code. 

Workshops included:   

Research skills Web App development 

Team building activities  

Interviewing skills 

Event planning  
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Members of the Youth Council and LCS Staff Celebrating the launch of the  

Liverpool’s Footsteps of Faith Smartphone App 

Schools Workshops  

and Religious Education 

Demand is growing again for our innovative workshops which 

promote understanding of diverse faiths and how they are lived 

out in our community.  This year we delivered workshops to both 

Primary and Secondary schools on understanding Islam, Judaism, 

Christianity, Buddhism and Sikhism.  

Workshops combine accurate information with interactive 

encounters with local practitioners of the diverse faith 

communities. We are able to draw on the expertise of our Steering 

Committee   members and our wonderful Youth Council members 

all of whom give vital opportunities for pupils to meet, interact 

with and ask important questions to ‘real’ people who live out faiths that can appear strange 

to them.  Creating a spirit of trust where people can open hearts to each other and ask 

burning questions without fear of offense is vital to promoting true understanding and 

breaking down barriers of ignorance and fear that so easily build up in these times of tension. 

The Studio School provided the venue for the launch of the App and our annual celebration, which 

was attended by 150 local faith and community members, and the Lord Mayor Councillor Erica Kemp. 
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We developed and delivered our workshop on How to 

Understand and Combat the attractions of Violent Extremism 

to two sixth-form groups over two half-day sessions.  

Both groups went on to disseminate what they had 

learned across their schools. This was highly successful 

and we hope to expand this delivery across the region 

next year. 

At the end of this year Sammy delivered a workshop on 

Islam to a Primary School in which she used our 

Liverpool’s Footsteps of Faith App for the first time.  This 

will form a key part of our expansion of school 

workshops next year. 

Workshop Feedback 

From Teachers: 

"Outstanding! The students talked about it for weeks afterwards, it truly opened their minds 

and hearts alike." 

“The students were given a real understanding of the issues in a mature and often challenging 

way which did not sensationalise nor evade the difficult subjects” 

"An engaging and eye opening workshop that captivated our students, inspiring discussion 

and stirring real feelings.  A truly worthwhile experience that should be offered to EVERY 

young person in the UK" 

“Having the opportunity to speak openly and honestly to your guest speakers gave the stu-

dents the opportunity to develop their understanding of different faith perspectives and to 

challenge misconceptions” 

From students: 

“The Government should fund anti-extremist talks like the one given by LCS” 

14 workshops delivered 550 pupils engaged  

Finally, we were also able to help with the establishment of a Greater Merseyside Religious 

Education Hub to support excellence and effectiveness in Religious Education across our 

region.  This is a partnership with Schools, Faith Communities, Local Education Authorities 

and Liverpool Community Spirit. 

Schools Workshops were delivered at: 

 Maricourt Catholic High School The Heath School   

The Blue Coat School The Studio School Pleasant Street Primary School   
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Together in Service  

Spotlight Award 

In November LCS was delighted to win the  

Faith Action Spotlight Award  

‘Faith Too Significant to Ignore’ 2014   

(one of only 6 awarded across the UK) 

Sammia, our Taste of Life Tutor and Natalia, one of our Taste of Life Graduates, (now a volunteer for 

LCS) attended the awards ceremony in Westminster. 

The Prime Minister David Cameron sent a message of support to the winners:  “This is a brilliant way 

of recognising those who have been at the heart of making a difference in their communities.” 

The Rt Hon Ed Miliband MP also wrote: “We should never underestimate the importance of this as-

pect of faith-based organisations as they truly benefit and better people’s lives.” 

Liverpool Community Spirit 17 Cathedral Close Liverpool L1 7BR Tel: 0151 709 3171  

Email: admin@community-spirit.org.uk Website: www.liverpoolcommunityspirit.org 

 Funders 
The National Lottery Big Lottery Fund 

The Heritage Lottery Fund 

NHS Liverpool CCG 

Rosemary Young Person’s Ct Housing 

The Duchy of Lancaster 

Community Development Foundation 

Eleanor Rathbone Charitable Trust 

Faith Action 

Anne Duchy of Westminster’s Charity 

JP Jacobs Charitable Trust 

Ladbrokes Charitable Trust 

Tillotson Bradbery Charitable Trust 

Volunteers & Supporters  

Amanda Crummett at the Basement, 

Matty Morrison at HMP Kennet,  

Lucy Renwick, Danny John, Brian Whitby, 

Dave Reid, Naget El-Ghadhy,  

Jamela El-Gadhy, Natalia Rattigan,  

Richie Dixon, St Clement’s Church,  

Dean Pete, the staff of Liverpool Cathedral 

and the Diocese of Liverpool at St James’ 

House. Jane at Johnsons The Cleaners  

Trustees and Steering Committee 

Sylvia French Trustee (Chair)  

Board Member of North West Housing Services 

Graham Rodger Trustee (Treasurer)  

Fellow of the Institue of Chartered Accountants (FCA) 

Andrew Holroyd OBE CBE Trustee 

Managing Partner of Quality Solicitors, Jackson & Canter and Broudie Jackson Canter, 

The Justice Partnership 

Jane Girvan Trustee   

MCIPD, Principal UK Alliance Training Consultancy Services 

Kathy Yates  

Retired Head of R.E. Deparment, Church of England Lay Reader and Lay Canon of Liver-

pool Cathedral 

Faiza Alasaly  

Culture and Religious Awareness Advisor - Arabic Culture and Islamic 

Tradition 

David Coleman  

Jewish community worker and teacher of Jewish religion 

Bisakha Sarker  

Lecturer and Practitioner in Indian Cultural Arts 

Joy Schmack  

Emeritus Head of RE Services Liverpool Hope University and RE Adviser 

James Hernandez  

Head of Development (Trusts and Foundations) for National Museums, Liverpool 

Christine Banks  

Liverpool City Council, Elected Member 

Richard Dixon  

Adults Learner’s Representative 

Rehab Jaffar and Luke Harwood 

Youth Council Representatives 

Thank You  
LCS functions through the generosity of its many supporters.  We give thanks to our steering 

committee, trustees, volunteers, friends, funders and staff. 

Staff Team 

Dr Matthew Thompson, Director  

Sammia Jaffar, Adult Tutor and Youth 

Council Co-ordinator   

Aimee McKinney, Assistant Facilitator  

Liese van Alwon, Administrator  


